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About This Content

Back in 1947, Consolidated Vultee's beautiful jet bomber was dropped in favor of Boeing's superior B-47 Stratojet. Although it
was lacking in several important areas, the XB-46 was very advanced for its time and was undoubtedly one of the most sleek-

looking airframes ever to take to the air. An immaculately detailed virtual cockpit means that you can now experience this
vintage bomber's aesthetics inside and out in FSX: Steam Edition

Features

High quality interior (cockpit) and exterior models.

Cockpit features authentic representations of both pilot and copilot stations.

One bare-metal effect 4096-pixel livery.

Accurate virtual cockpit with authentic gauges, controls and custom animations.

Animated flaps, spoilerons, crew hatch, bomb doors, engine vents and crew figures.

Togglable bombs in bomb bay.

Automatic engine smoke effect.
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Custom engine start-up smoke effect.

Togglable realistic crew figures with period helmets.

Illustrated user manual in PDF format.

Jet engine soundset.
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A real fun plane to fly! The bomber viewport is real nice to look out of. Very nice virtual cockpit. OK. So I'll be a jerk here.
What's the deal with Virtavia? Their US military aircraft are devoid of national insignia. I got no response from Virtavia, so I
contacted DTG who were kind enough to reply. Their understanding is that Virtavia has some kind of licensing issue about US
national insignia for the Steam editions of their products. That's got to be about the weirdest thing I've heard (no discredit to
DTG, I trust their response). Just Flight, SWS, and other developers of military aircraft here seem to have no such licensing
issues. Their models include all the correct insignia. The non-Steam editions of Virtavia's products also include all the correct
insignia.

Does it affect the performance of the flight model? Certainly not. Does it affect the visual experience and immersion factor for
the model? Yes. It just looks like it's missing stuff. And it just seems lame to me. To be clear, this is on Virtavia and not on
DTG.

I've manually installed the non-Steam editions of my Virtavia products and I have no plans to purchase more Steam editions of
their products. Just cheesy.
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